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We report the observation of several dynamical regimes of the magnetic field generated by a turbulent
flow of liquid sodium (VKS experiment). Stationary dynamos, transitions to relaxation cycles or to
intermittent bursts, and random field reversals occur in a fairly small range of parameters. Large scale
dynamics of the magnetic field result from the interactions of a few modes. The low dimensional nature of
these dynamics is not smeared out by the very strong turbulent fluctuations of the flow.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.101.074502 PACS numbers: 47.65.d, 52.65.Kj, 91.25.Cw
Magnetic fields of planets and stars are generated by a
dynamo mechanism that converts part of the work driving
the flow of an electrically conducting fluid into magnetic
energy [1]. The magnetic fields of Earth and the Sun
involve a spatially coherent large scale component with a
dipolar structure. In addition, despite the strongly turbulent
nature of the flows, their dynamics are well characterized.
The Earth dipole is nearly stationary on time scales much
larger than the ones related to turbulence in the liquid core,
but displays random reversals. Reversals occur nearly pe-
riodically in the Sun, roughly every 11 years. Direct nu-
merical simulations have successfully displayed reversals
of the magnetic field [2], but they cannot be performed in a
realistic parameter range. Although laboratory experi-
ments cannot reach the kinetic Reynolds numbers Re of
the Sun or even Earth, they provide useful information
about the effect of turbulence on the dynamo process.
The first experimental fluid dynamos have generated either
stationary or oscillatory magnetic fields [3]. Recently, the
VKS experiment [4] has shown a variety of dynamical
behaviors. Depending on the amount of global rotation,
both stationary and time dependent regimes, including
field reversals [5], have been observed. We study here the
secondary bifurcations between different dynamo regimes
and we show that the dynamics can be understood as the
result of a few competing modes in the vicinity of the
dynamo threshold.
The VKS experimental setup is sketched in Fig. 1 and
has been described in [4]. A von Ka´rma´n swirling flow is
generated in an inner copper cylinder (radius Rc 
206 mm, length 524 mm) by two counter-rotating impel-
lers 371 mm apart (rotation frequencies F1 and F2). They
consist of soft iron disks (radius R  154:5 mm) fitted
with 8 curved blades of height h  41:2 mm. An annulus
of inner diameter 175 mm and thickness 5 mm is attached
along the inner cylinder in the midplane between the disks.
The fluid is liquid sodium (density  ’ 930 kgm3, elec-
trical conductivity  ’ 107 ohm1 m1, kinematic viscos-
ity  ’ 106 m2 s1). The flow is surrounded by sodium at
rest in an outer cylinder (radius 289 mm, length 604 mm).
The driving motor power is 300 kW and cooling by an oil
circulation inside the wall of the outer copper vessel allows
experimental operation at constant temperature in the
range 110–160 C. The integral Reynolds numbers, de-
fined as Rei  2R2Fi= (i  1, 2), take values up to 5
106. Correspondingly, magnetic Reynolds numbers, Rmi 
20R2Fi, up to 52 at 120 C are reached (0 is the
magnetic permeability of vacuum) [6]. The magnetic field
is measured with Hall probes inserted inside the fluid
[labeled (1) and (2) in Fig. 1]. We define x the axial
coordinate directed from disk 1 to disk 2, r the radial
coordinate and  the azimuthal coordinate. The center of
the cylinder is r  x  0. Unless otherwise stated, mea-
surements are performed in the midplane flush with the
inner copper cylinder [x  0, r  206 mm, (1) in Fig. 1].
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FIG. 1 (color online). Sketch of the experimental setup (see
text).
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The parameter space is displayed in Fig. 2. When the
impellers are counter-rotated at the same frequency, F1 
F2  F, a stationary imperfect supercritical bifurcation to
the dynamo regime is found for a critical value Fc  16 Hz
(Rmc  30) [4]. No secondary instability is observed when
F is increased further up to its maximum value, 26 Hz, and
the dynamics as well as the mean field geometry are
unchanged. The mean field is mostly azimuthal close to
the flow periphery whereas the azimuthal and axial com-
ponents are of the same order of magnitude in the bulk of
the flow. The radial component is much weaker. Additional
measurements show that the mean magnetic field has a
dominant dipolar component, aligned with the axis of
rotation (see Fig. 3, top left). In contrast, various dynamical
regimes are observed within a small range of Rm (roughly
20%), when the impellers are rotating at different speeds.
This is the most striking feature of the parameter space
displayed in Fig. 2. When F1  F2, relaxation cycles,
random reversals or bursts, and oscillatory dynamos, alter-
nate with different stationary dynamo regimes.
Starting from impellers rotating at 22 Hz, and decreasing
the frequency of an impeller, say F2, F1 being kept con-
stant, we will describe in detail the first bifurcation from a
stationary to a time dependent dynamo. As said above, we
start from a statistically stationary dynamo regime with a
dominant azimuthal mean field close to the flow periphery
(Fig. 3, top left). This corresponds to the trace labeled 22–
22 in the (Br, B) plane of Fig. 3 (middle). As the fre-
quency of the slower impeller is decreased, we obtain other
stationary dynamo regimes for which the radial component
of the mean field increases and then becomes larger than
the azimuthal one (22–20 and 22–19). When we tune the
impeller frequencies to 22 and 18.5 Hz, respectively, a
global bifurcation to a limit cycle occurs. We observe
that the trajectory of this limit cycle goes through the
location of the previous fixed points related to the sta-
tionary regimes. This transition thus looks like the one of
an excitable system: an elementary example of this type of
bifurcation is provided by a simple pendulum submitted to
FIG. 2 (color). Observed dynamo regimes. The parameter
space is labeled by the magnetic Reynolds numbers Rmi and,
for clarity, by the frequencies corrected for mean temperature
variation: Fi  T	=120 C	
Fi. Legend: no dynamo
(green ; B & 10 G for more than 180 s), statistically stationary
dynamos (blue ); oscillatory dynamos (green squares); limit
cycles (red squares; see Fig. 3), magnetic reversals (orange
squares; see Fig. 4), bursts (purple triangles; see Fig. 4) and
transient magnetic extinctions (  ; see text). The dash-dotted
line indicates the path followed here, zoomed in the inset.
FIG. 3 (color). Top: sketch of the axial dipolar (left) and
quadrupolar (right) magnetic modes. The poloidal (azimuthal)
field component is displayed in blue (red). Middle: location of
the different states in the (Br, B) plane: fixed points correspond-
ing to the stationary regimes for frequencies (F1 F2); limit
cycle observed for impellers counterrotating at different frequen-
cies 22–18.5 Hz (red). The magnetic field is time averaged over
1s to remove high frequency fluctuations caused by the turbulent
velocity fluctuations. Bottom: time recording of the components
of the magnetic field for frequencies 22–18.5 Hz.
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a constant torque. As the value of the torque is increased,
the stable equilibrium of the pendulum becomes more and
more tilted from the vertical and for a critical torque
corresponding to the angle =2, the pendulum undergoes
a saddle-node bifurcation to a limit cycle that goes through
the previous fixed points. Direct time recordings of the
magnetic field, measured at the periphery of the flow in the
midplane between the two impellers, are displayed in
Fig. 3 (bottom). We propose to ascribe the strong radial
component (in green) that switches between 25 G to a
quadrupolar mode [see Fig. 3, top right]. Its interaction
with the dipolar mode (Fig. 3, top left) that is the dominant
one for exact counter-rotation, gives rise to the observed
relaxation dynamics. This hypothesis is supported by mea-
surements made outside of the equatorial plane (x 
109 mm, r  206 mm) where the radial to azimuthal field
ratio is much smaller, as it should if the radial field mostly
results from the quadrupolar component. We note that it
has been often observed that dipolar and quadrupolar
dynamo modes can have their respective thresholds in a
narrow range of Rm [7] and this has been used to model the
dynamics of the magnetic fields of the Earth [8] or the Sun
[9]. The relaxation oscillation is observed in a rather
narrow range of impeller frequency F2 (less than 1 Hz).
Increasing the frequency difference between the impellers,
statistically stationary regimes are recovered (22–18 to 22–
16.5 Hz in Fig. 3, middle). They also correspond to fixed
points located on the trajectory of the limit cycle, except
for the case 22–16.5 Hz that separates from it.
When the rotation frequency of the slowest impeller is
decreased further, new dynamical regimes occur. One of
them consists in field reversals [5]. The three components
of the magnetic field reverse at random intervals (see
Fig. 4, top left, where only the azimuthal component is
displayed). The average length of phases with given polar-
ity can be 2 orders of magnitude larger than the duration of
a reversal that corresponds to an ohmic diffusion time scale
(  0L2  1 s on the scale L of the experiment). We
observe that the regimes with given polarity involve an
amplitude of the azimuthal field in the range 50–100 G.
The amplitude very slowly decays before each reversal and
displays a strong overshoot immediately after. Similar
features have been reported in some palaeomagnetic re-
cordings of the Earth’s magnetic field [10]. Another open
question in palaeomagnetism concerns the variation of the
mean frequency of reversals over the geological ages. We
show here that a slight change of the fluid physical prop-
erties is enough to strongly modify this rate. Increasing the
sodium temperature from 131 to 147 C transforms the
aperiodic reversal regime of Fig. 4 (top left) into a nearly
periodic one (top right) with a higher average frequency.
This change in temperature decreases Rm by less than 5%
(respectively, increases Re by 7%).
We also emphasize that, despite the strong level of
turbulent fluctuations, the trajectories connecting the two
field polarities are rather robust, as shown in the two-
dimensional cut of the phase space displayed in Fig. 4
(bottom). For both aperiodic and nearly periodic reversals,
a noisy limit cycle is obtained, the system slowing down in
the vicinity of two points labeled P that correspond to the
nearly stationary phases with a given polarity. We will
show next that the fixed points P together with two other
ones labeled Q, are also involved in other dynamical
regimes observed in the vicinity of reversals in the parame-
ter space and shown in Fig. 4. For rotation frequencies 22–
15 Hz, the magnetic field displays intermittent bursts
(middle right). The most probable value of the azimuthal
field is roughly 20 G but bursts up to more than 100 G are
observed such that the probability density function of the
field has an exponential tail (not shown). For rotation
frequencies 21–15 Hz, the same type of dynamics occur,
but in a symmetric fashion, both positive and negative
FIG. 4 (color). Top: time recordings of the azimuthal compo-
nent of the magnetic field observed for impellers rotating at (22–
16) Hz. The sodium temperature is 131 C (left) and 147 C
(right). Middle: time recordings of the azimuthal component of
the magnetic field observed for impellers rotating at (22–15) Hz
(left), (21–15) Hz (right). Bottom: plot of a cut in phase space
Bt	; Bt t	
 with t  1 s for the four regimes: in green
(black) for aperiodic (nearly periodic) reversals, in blue, for
symmetric bursts (21–15 Hz) and in red for asymmetric bursts
(22–15 Hz). In these last two plots the magnetic field is time
averaged over 0.25 s to remove high frequency fluctuations.
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values of the field being observed (middle left). Note also
that the magnetic field vanished for a while (t 300 s).
Such extinctions are also observed as transient after
changes of the driving in this area of the phase diagram
(black circled x’s in Fig. 2). In the section of the phase
space displayed in Fig. 4 (bottom), we observe that the
bursts occur from the unstable fixed points Q.
The complex dynamics generated by the VKS flow can
be understood as resulting from the competition between a
few nearly critical modes. This has been observed in other
hydrodynamical instabilities since the early experimental
studies on codimension-two bifurcations [11]. Competing
critical modes have been also considered as phenomeno-
logical models of the dynamics of the magnetic fields of
the Earth [8,12] or the Sun [9,13]. The same idea can be
used here as follows: in the case of exact counterrotation,
the axial dipole (Fig. 3, top left) can be understood as the
result of an 	! mechanism [14]. The ! process results
from the strong differential rotation in the case of counter-
rotating impellers. The 	 effect can be related to the helical
nature of the flow ejected by the centrifugal force close to
each impeller between adjacent blades. This non axisym-
metric flow component, enhanced by the blades, is essen-
tial to bypass Cowling theorem (the mean flow alone
generates an equatorial dipole as observed in [15]). It is
well known in the context of mean field dynamos that
dipolar and quadrupolar modes can have similar threshold
values [7]. In addition, increasing the velocity difference
between the impellers change the strength and/or the loca-
tion of the layers with strong 	 and ! effects, and thus the
threshold values of the different modes [1]. Consequently,
we can understand that different dynamo modes bifurcate
first for different values of F1  F2. An interesting aspect
of our measurements is that we never observed a direct
bifurcation from B  0 to an oscillatory dynamo. Time
dependent regimes bifurcate from stationary dynamos, for
instance via a saddle-node bifurcation (Fig. 3). This is an
alternative description of oscillatory dynamos, in contrast
to Parker’s mechanism that involves a Hopf bifurcation.
More complex time dependent regimes result from the
proximity of two different stationary dynamos (Fig. 4).
The effect of competing modes on field reversals has
been already emphasized in numerical simulations and
mean field or analytical models [16]. It is also well-known
since Rikitake that dynamo models corresponding to a
drastic truncation of the governing equations can give
rise to complex temporal dynamics [17]. We emphasize
that what is remarkable in the present study is the robust-
ness of these low dimensional dynamical features that are
not smeared out despite large turbulent fluctuations of the
flow that generates the dynamo field. A possible explana-
tion is that the large scale magnetic field is too slow to
follow velocity perturbations with time scales comparable
to the rotation rate of the impellers or smaller.
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